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WHAT IS AVALANCHE BLOCKCHAIN?

Avalanche is a Layer1 blockchain, released in September

2020. Avalanche has quickly become widespread in the

cryptocurrency world and has reached a serious market

value with its transaction speed and technological

infrastructure.

Avalanche blockchain offers its users an easy to use

ecosystem.

Avalanche has a favorable structure in many innovative

areas such as DeFi, NFT, Metaverse.

AVAX Coin is the native cryptocurrency of the Avalanche

Blockchain.
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WHAT IS AVAXLINE?

Avaxline is a DEFI (Decentralized Finance) system that

operates with smart contract in Avalanche Blockchain

network.

It works in conjuction with TrustWallet and Metamask

wallets and the transactions are carried out

automatically by the smart contract.

Avaxline vision is to protect the investment amount

at the possible highest level in negative market

conditions and to reach maximum profit in stable and

positive market conditions.

The Avaxline smart contract algorithm is designed to

build its ecosystem with stability.
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HOW IT WORKS?

- Avaxline, the staking period is 1 year.

- Smart contract creates its own ecosystem by following

the market price movements.

- The algorithm will be able to provide variable passive

income up to max 265% USDT annually with USDT/AVAX

matching earnings under stable and positive market

conditions,

- In negative or volatile market conditions; it is designed

to protect the invested USDT amount to the maximum

with AVAX earnings.

- In this way; with the start of staking, users will be able to

protect their investments in terms of $ in negative

market conditions and they will earn in $ basis in stable,

positive or volatile market conditions.

USDT is Tether stable coin (1 USDT = $1). $ expressions represent USDT.
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HOW IT WORKS?

- Your account will be active as soon as your staking 

process starts. 

- The minimum investment is $30/AVAX.

- Earnings are calculated daily.

- The contract automatically sends withdrawal requests.

- Investments and withdrawals are made with AVAX.

- The staking process ends with the completion of 

investment and earnings production.

- Multiple stakes can be started under 1 account at 

different amounts and times. 

- Each staking process is valid 1 year.

- The weekly withdrawal limit is 12.5% of your total investment. 
It increases automatically proportionally with renewed investments.

(Example: 100 AVAX investment weekly withdrawal limit will be 100x12.5%= 12.5 AVAX, after 
1 year, when 100 AVAX is reinvested, will be 200x12.5%= 25 AVAX weekly withdrawal limit.)
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HOW IT WORKS? (Sample Conditions)

PROCESS USDT/AVAX AVAX USDT WTHDRAW

Deposit ($1000) $10 100 AVAX $1000 -

(1-100 Days) $10 73 AVAX $730 $730

(101-200 Days) $10.5 70 AVAX $730 $730

(201-300 Days) $11 66 AVAX $730 $730

(301-365 Days) $12 38 AVAX $460 $460

TOTAL 265% $2650St
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PROCESS USDT/AVX AVAX USDT WITHDRAW

Deposit ($1000) $10 100 AVAX $1000 -

(1-100 Days) $9 73 AVAX $657 $657

(101-200 Days) $11 66 AVAX $730 $730

(201-300 Days) $8 73 AVAX $584 $584

(301-365 Days) $10.5 45 AVAX $470 $470

TOTAL 244% $2441

PROCESS USDT/AVX AVAX USDT WITHDRAW

Deposit ($1000) $10 100 AVAX $1000 -

(1-100 Days) $8 73 AVAX $584 $584

(101-200 Days) $7 73 AVAX $511 $511

(201-300 Days) $6 73 AVAX $438 $438

(301-365 Days) $5 48 AVAX $240 $240

TOTAL 177% $1773
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REFERENCE PLAN

9%

5x

$30 - $99
Active Invest ($/AVAX)

Team Bonus

Level-1

1

4%

5x

$100 - $249
Active Invest ($/AVAX)

Team Bonus

Level-2

2

2%

6x

$250 - $499
Active Invest ($/AVAX)

Team Bonus

Level-3

3

1%

7x

$500 - $999
Active Invest ($/AVAX)

Team Bonus

Level-4

4

1%

8x

$1.000 - $1.999
Active Invest ($/AVAX)

Team Bonus

Level-5

5

0.5%

9x

$2.000 - $3.999
Active Invest ($/AVAX)

Team Bonus

Level-6

6

0.5%

10x

$4.000 - $9.999
Active Invest ($/AVAX)

Team Bonus

Level-7

7

$10.000+
Active Invest ($/AVAX)

Team Bonus

VIP

VIP

$ = USDT/AVAX
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REFERENCE CONDITIONS

- You will also receive a total of 18% referral bonus from your 
team up 7 depths by completing the level conditions. 

- These bonus are automatically calculated and distributed 
with investment.

- Depending on your level, you can get a referral bonus up to 
10x your active investment.

- At VIP level, you can get unlimited referral bonus.

- Referral Bonuses are distributed as 70% free and 30% 
locked balance.

- The locked balance becomes free balance at the rate (1/1) 
of the investments made in your first 3 levels (Lv1+Lv2+Lv3).

- Active Investment: it is calculated by the daily decrease in 
the investment rate in the productions after the initial 
investment earn is completed.
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REFERENCE TABLE

LEVEL BONUS
YOUR ACTIVE 
INVESTMENT

TEAM BONUS

Level 1 %9 30$ - 99$ / AVAX Active Investment X 5x

Level 2 %4 100$ - 249$ / AVAX Active Investment X 5x

Level 3 %2 250$ - 499$ / AVAX Active Investment  X 6x

Level 4 %1 500$ - 999$ / AVAX Active Investment X 7x

Level 5 %1 1.000$ - 1.999$ / AVAX Active Investment X 8x

Level 6 %0.5 2.000$ - 3.999$ / AVAX Active Investment X 9x

Level 7 %0.5 4.000$ - 9.999$ / AVAX Active Investment X 10x

VIP - 10.000+ $ / AVAX 



DEFI

Are you ready to be an activist?
START NOW!

avaxline.com

Stake      Passive Income

Referral      Active Income

Stake & Earn
AVA LINE

https://alyattes.io/

